Petit Pierre Cut Out

Print out this page, cut out Petit Pierre and use the image for bulletin boards, photo opportunities or as a display graphic. Laminate the image and it will last longer!
Help Petit Pierre Find His Friends

Petit Pierre is looking for some of his friends in the wetlands. Can you help him find the way?

Petit Pierre and the Floating Marsh
written by Johnette Downing illustrated by Heather Stanley
Wetlands Match Up Game
Draw a line from the question on the left to the correct answer on the right!

- Louisiana State Bird: Crawfish
- Louisiana State Crustacean: Bald Cypress
- Louisiana State Mammal: Honeybee
- Louisiana State Tree: American Alligator
- Louisiana State Reptile: Brown Pelican
- Louisiana State Insect: Black Bear
Petit Pierre and the Floating Marsh

Written by Johnette Downing / Illustrated by Heather Stanley
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